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MODEL 13 D.C. NEUTRAL RELAYS WITH 
KNIFE-EDGE BACK CONTACTS 

This specification covers the adjustment of Model 

13 D.C. neutral relays equipped with knife-edge back con

tacts. For other inf"ormation not covered in this specifica-

tion such as air gaps, contact resistance, calibration, etc., 

see Service Specification #1109 or its proper supplement if 

the relays are other than standard, ordinary-acting, Model 13 

relays with low voltage contacts. 

1. Application to Relays 

Ordering references and assembly diagrams for knife

edge back contact springs are shown in Catalog Plate E-4834. 

2. Contact Adjustments 

Adjustments of knife-edge back contacts are the 

same as outlined in Service Specification #1109, or in the 

proper supplement except as covered in the following. 

With the relay in the normal upright position, the 

lower stop for the back contact spring (See Fig. 1) should be 
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adjusted to just touch the spring vith ver7 little pressure. The 

individual tips on each back contact spring should be adjusted 
i 

to hit the tip ot the back contac't member at the same time and 

over as much ot their width as possible. 

Allot the upper back contact stops on the rela7 should 

be adjusted either to hit the back contact springs at the same 

time, so as to equall7 distribute the armature weight over all or 

the back contacts, or to all have no more than o.oos" clearance 

from the ba9~ contact springs. The contact opening with the re

lay energized or deenergized shall be at least o.oso". 
3. Calibration 

Relays with knife-edge back contacts should be adjusted 

to meet the calibration values given in Service Specification #1109 

or the proper supplement applicable to the parti~ular tJl)e of relay. 
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